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Introduction

This is an attempt to implement Eldritch Horror has an express dice game similar to the Arkham 
Express dice game. It borrows ideas from Eldritch Horror, Arkham Horror, Arkham Express and 
Elder Sign. Take note that this is a rule draft, none of this has been tested. They are only ideas 
clumped together. So rule and component simiplification could be added as the playtesting progress 
to make sure it fit in the right play time and space.

Nb of players: Maybe a max of 4 players, since the goal is to keep the game short. Also with only 6 
regions to travel on, you cannot cover all spaces of the world.
Play time: The aimed playtime is 30-60 minutes.

Components

Here is the current list of components of the game. The goal is to keep the game relatively compact, 
so mostly token and dices has been used. When there is a range it's because I am not really sure how 
many are required. 

1 World Map: A board split in 6 sections, numbered 1 to 6, represented as a 2x3 square grid. Each 
section contains a city location.
1 Omen Clock: The same omen clock like in Eldritch Horror but used like in Elder Sign.
6-8 Character Sheet: Each charater has a max Health/Sanity, With a combat and horror check 
combat stat (to de defined), and a knowledge and skill special power which allow dice 
manipulation. They also have starting gear and location, encounter dice task after defeat.
6-8 Investigator Marker: Used as a pawn to keep track of player location
4-6 Ancient one Sheet: Contain doom track size, special ability, maybe an awakening rule text
6 Special Dice: Hold 6 different face icons.
2-4 regular dice in at least 2 colors. 
12-16 Clue tokens: Contains a dice task (like in Elder sign) on the back, Front has a clue symbol
6-10 Gate token: Contains a dice task, fail/pass reward, Front has a elder sign symbol.
8-12 Rumor token: Contain a dice task on both side, but the back side has a fail condition.
6 or 12 Mystery token: All face contains the same dice task, maybe include a specific location, 
back contains a location, fail/pass and dice task.
6 Expedition token: Front contains the location, back contains the fail/pass reward and dice task.
1 Doom Track marker: Keep progress of doom track.
1 Elder sign marker: Keep progress of player's progress.
5 Red Health Die: Keep track of character health and monsters.
4 Blue Sanity Die: Keep track of character sanity.
12-16 Item tokens: The front is an icon, the back is the name and the bonus effect.
12-16 Spell Tokens: The front is an icon, the back is the name and the bonus effect.
8-12 Artifact tokens: The front is an icon, the back is the same and the bonus effect.
12-24 Monster tokens: Maybe the same as Arkham Express.
 

Setup



1-Omen Clock: Set the omen clock marker on the green comet.
2-Spawn a gate: Roll 1 d 6 and place a gate on the matching location. Add a random monster to the 
same location.
3-Spawn a clue: Roll 1 D6, place a clue in the area of the world matching that number. A clue and a 
gate cannot be spawned at the same location on hte first turn.
4-Spawn expedition: Draw a random token from the bottom of the stack and place it in the 
matching location indicated on the front.
5-Spawn a mystery: Roll 1 D6 ( or use location on face of mystery token) to place the mystery 
token on the board.
6-Investigation: Players choose investigator, place health and sanity die on their maximum value 
and collect initial assets: Items and spells. Place investigator on starting location on the city 
encounter.
7-Ancient one: Choose an ancient randomly, set the doom track marker on the matching value. 
Place the elder sign marker on the same value.
8-Starting Player: Select a starting player randomly.

Game Play

Each player plays one at a time until they win or lose the game in clockwise order. The player wins 
if the number of elder sign reaches 0. And the player fails if the doom track reach 0 ( or if they fail 
the additional rule text of the ancient when the doom track reach 0)

Turn order Summary

1- Roll the dice
2- Fight Monsters
3- Resolve Threath
4- Resolve Encounter
5- Rest
6- Move Investigator and assign to new encounter
7- Advance omen clock and resolve effect

Rolling Dice

If you are delayed, flip the investigator token face up, lose your turn and skip to the next player. 

If you are lost in time and space undelayed, roll 1D6 and move to the city location indicated by the 
roll.

I that phase, you roll the 5 special dices. You add a die if you are blessed, and remove a die if you 
are cursed. There are 6 different faces on the dice:

• Travel: Used for movement or shipping items, clues, spells, etc.
• Rest: Used to recover health, sanity and remove conditions
• Investigation: Used to resolve encounter
• Research: Used to resolve encounters
• Threath – Health: Bad hazards that makes you lose health
• Threath – Sanity: Bad hazards that makes you lose sanity 



The dice rolling follow those rules:

• After rolling, you must set aside at least 1 die and then reroll the rest.
• The threath roll must be set aside even if you do not want to.

When all rolls are done
• Players can use their characters Knowledge and Skill ability to modify their roll. (maybe 

they can use the abilities of other characters if assigned to the same encounter, not sure)
• If you are blessed, you may remove 1 die from the dice rolled . 

Fight Monsters

If there are any monsters in the area you are located, you need to face each of them before 
proceeding. ( Maybe you could retreat, but that means losing your turn).

???Combat rules are under constructions. Will take a look at arkham express.???
???Spell casting is also to define, depends mostly of combat system.???

Resolve Threath

For each Threath health you roll, you lose 1 health. For each 1 sanity threath you roll, you lose 1 
sanity. You lose nothing if you are located in a city.

Resolve encounter

You must have a number of research and investigation dice equal or higher to what is requested by 
the task. You may spend a clue token to add a research or investigation result on your roll. Some 
task could require more than 5 dice which implies that you need to spend clue tokens. The results of 
passing or failing is different according to the type of encounter. 

Gates: If you pass, you glose the gate. Flip the gate on it back side to indicate it is now sealed and 
increase the progress the elder sign by 1. Ff you fail you gain a condition, and move to the lost in 
time and space location delayed.

Expedition: If you pass you gain an artifact, if you fail you get a condition. In both situation, the 
expedition token is discarded and a new one is drawn and placed in the matching location. If there 
is only 1 token left in the stack. Shuffle before drawing the token.

Back of Mystery: If you pass, you progress the elder sign track by 2, if you fail you gain a condition.

Clue: If you succeed, collect the clue token. Failure has no effect.

Rumor: Remove a token from the top of the stack on success. Failure will trigger a condition only if 
one if shown the top token. If the last token is removed from the rumor stack, regress the doom 
track by 1.

Front of Mystery: If you succeed, flip the token and place it to the specified location on the back.

Cities: For each 2 Investigation, Research roll, you may gain an Item or a Spell. On a 3 of a kind, 
you can get blessed or have a curse removed.

Defeated Investigator: Character can recover items and spells. If it is a success, elder sign progress 



increases by 1. In both situations, character is removed from the board. 

List of Rewards and Penalty type for each kind of encounter. 

Type Pass Fail Other

Gate Close Gate
Elder Sign Progress by 1

Lost in Time & Space, 
Condition

Gate is fliped to 
indicate it is sealed

Expedition Artifact Condition Change expedition

Back Mystery Elder Sign Progress by 2 Condition Add a new mystery

Front Mystery Flip, Relocate Mystery

Clue Gain Clue

Rumor Remove Rumor token Condition if Specified If all removed, Doom 
track reduce by 1.

Cities Gain items and spells

Defeated Investigator Increase Elder Sign 
progress by 1.

Remove investigator
Gain possessions

Rest

Each roll can make you recover 1 health OR 1 sanity. 3 rolls can make you remove a condition if 
you are located in a city.

Move investigator and asign to encounters

Resolve the following in that specific order

Movement: If you located in a city, you may move a number of region in the world octogonally 
equal to the number of travel rolls. You may send an item, spell or clue to another character by 
spending travel rolls. To move an asset on the same region, it requires 1 roll, then 1 extra roll for 
each region to cross octogonally.

Assignment: Once movement is done, the player can assign his character to any of the encounter 
located in his new area, or assign his character to the city of his region.

Advance omen clock and resovle effects

You advance the omen clock by 1 step and resolve the effect of the new omen:

Green Comet: Advance doom track by 1. Flip the top most unfliped token in each stack of rumor 
token. If all token in a stack of rumor tokens are now flipped, regress the elder sign track by 1 and 
remove the stack of rumor tokens.

Blue Zig Zag: Roll 2 dice of different colors. The first die will indicate the location where a gate is 
spawned with a random monster. If there is already a gate in that location, a new monster is 
spawned instead. If there is a sealed gate at that location, the gate token is removed.

The second die will indicate the location where the clue appears. Place a token on that location.

If both dice roll has the same value, a rumor is spawned into that target location. Take 4 random 



rumor token place them as a stack face up in that location. If there is already a rumor in that 
location, flip 2 token in the stack. If all tokens are flipped, regress the elder sign track by 1.

Red Sun: Resolve the ancient one effect located on his sheet.

Note: this will of course require testing to see if the scalability of the difficulty works correctly. 
There might be a need to reassign what does omen does what. There is also a possibility to use a 6 
symbol clock to have 3,2,1 symbols of each type.

Other Rules

Those are additional rules which are common to most lovecraft games.

Delayed investigator: An investigator that get delayed, is flipped face down on the board. He will 
lose this next turn.

Defeated investigator: If a player lose all their health or sanity, they are placed on the board face 
down on the board and they flip their investigator sheet. Place all posession on the sheet and set the 
investigator aside. The elder sign track regress by 1. The player choses a new investigator and place 
it on the board with his starting assets.

Conditions: Condition tokens will most likely disable the Knowledge or Skill of the character or 
reduce maximum health and sanity. They remain on the character until death or cure. Other effects 
are one times use, in this case they are discarded.

Items: They are mostly weapons that will increase the number of dice rolled in combat. Some items 
are one time use other are permanent bonus. Effects do not stack with each other.

Spells: There are special effect that can be used mostly in combat. A spell roll needs to be done for 
effect to apply (see combat rules).

Artifact: These are powerful items with special unique abilities.  
 
Note: expandable items, conditions, artifact will have a different background.

Other ideas:

Focus tokens: Lose a turn, or spend 3 of a kind in a city to gain a focus token which is a wild 
additional face. Will see with gameplay if necessary.


